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I was very fortunate to have a father and a mother
who took parenting and family seriously. They
worked night and day to ensure my siblings and
I would be afforded opportunities to become the
best we could be. Throughout our upbringing,
we were reminded that having supportive family
members who embraced good family values was
very powerful. Our parents taught us, “When it’s all
said and done and the chips are down, family is all
you got.”
In this issue, we focus on families—like the Kinseys
who own an internationally renowned art collection.
Bernard and Shirley Kinsey’s exhibits have been
viewed by millions of spectators at the Smithsonian
in Washington, D.C., in Hong Kong and, most
recently, at Walt Disney World’s Epcot. Their love
for family and education fuels their desire to share
beauty with the world. Learn how their healthy
beliefs about money led them to become legacy
builders and philanthropists over their 51-year
marriage.
For most families, the idea of wealth is fleeting. In
our story on money goals, we offer simple concepts
the whole family can apply in their quest to reach
financial dreams.
We hope you enjoy this issue and we invite you to
share your views, opinions and stories with us at
info@onyxmagazine.com. Visit our Facebook page
and share a few of your family photos and stories.
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As always, we remain dedicated to our promise to
entertain, inspire and inform.
Enjoy.
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COMMUNITY FOCUS

Jacksonville Student Jaylen
Thomas Named Congressional
Art Competition Winner
By Stephanie Lambert

Congressman
Lawson stands
with Congressional
Art Competition
participants Darvin
Nelson, Ariel Keeney,
Jenna Ogin, and Jaylen
Thomas. Also pictured:
Stanton College
Preparatory School art
teacher Tony Wood.

C

ongressman Al Lawson (FL-05)
announced Stanton College Preparatory School freshman Jaylen
Thomas as the grand prize winner of Florida’s Fifth Congressional District Art Competition. Thomas’ winning artwork will be
displayed in the U.S. Capitol along with
first-place winners from congressional districts across the country. Thomas flew to
Washington, D.C., to attend a congressional reception and see the unveiling of his
artwork in the U.S. Capitol.
“Congratulations to Jaylen for his winning sketch, and to all of the participants
in this year’s Congressional Art Competition,” Rep. Lawson said. “This contest has
showcased the creativity of our students
and the dedication of the art teachers
within our schools. I look forward to seeing Jaylen’s work at the Capitol.”
Students in grades 7th-12th from across
Florida’s Fifth Congressional District were
encouraged to participate in the annual
8 ONYX MAGAZINE

competition. The Congressional Art Competition is hosted by members of the U.S.
House of Representatives and highlights
the creative talents of students in each of
the districts. A panel of judges selected the
winning artwork from nearly 30 entries
from across Rep. Lawson’s district.
ONYX Magazine Publisher Richard
“Rich” E. Black was one of the judges and
he selected Jaylen’s picture among his top
three picks.

“Art is an outlet for creative expression—to say what’s on your mind in a
way that’s not intimidating or pressured.
We at ONYX highly encourage this,” he
said. “The Congressional Art Competition
allows the younger generation to do what
comes naturally to them and to be recognized for their talents on a national stage. I
was honored to serve as a judge.”
Additional Winners
2nd Place Winner (tie): Brianna Eisman, a senior a Douglas Anderson School
in Jacksonville;
2nd Place Winner (tie): Jenna Ogin, a
sophomore at Stanton College Preparatory
School in Jacksonville;
3rd Place Winner: Rachel Estanislao,
a junior at Stanton College Preparatory
School in Jacksonville;
4th Place Winner: Ariel Keeney, a senior
at Baker County High School in Glen St.
Mary.
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Rebuilding an

Unbreakable Bond
10 tips to re-bond with your children

E

very parent knows whether or not
they are close to their son and/
or daughter. In this modern emotional world, an increasing common term
to define this bonding or connectedness
is attunement—attempting to respond to
your child’s emotional needs, resulting in
the child’s sense of being understood and
valued. The capability to attune differs on
the personality and temperament of children and how easy or difficult it is for us
to relate to them, given our own individual personality traits and family experiences. Being attuned or attached to your
child in a healthy way occurs most of the
time when he or she is younger. However,
that tends to drop considerably when your
child becomes a teenager.
There are many challenges of parenting
today such as the stresses of work, financial worry, marital tension and conflict,
the determination for success, modern day
stresses on our kids, and mixed families
due to divorce and remarriage. There are
more forces than ever that are tearing at
relationships with children.
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How can you increase attunement and
connect with your children in a way that
promotes emotional health? When we
consider an attachment perspective, it all
starts with safety in the home with primary
caretakers.
Below are FIVE SIMPLE CONCEPTS
you can use to help promote secure relationship patterns with your children:
1) Accept Your Child’s TEMPERAMENT. Each child is born with a certain
temperament which is developed by an early
age. Most kids are classified into one of four
categories: easy-going, challenging, slowto-warm-up kids, and mixed temperament
kids. What really matters is how well parents adjust to their children’s personalities if
parents and children have mismatched temperaments or if both have difficult temperaments. Accepting children for who they are
helps them to feel secure and OK with their
personality and identity.
2) Invest in TIME with Your Children.
Most parents make a distinction between
quality time and quantity time. What this
can translate into is “I don’t have much time

for my children, but when I do, I want us to
have fun together.” To actually have quality time with kids, parents have to spend a
lot of ordinary time with them. This time
is the kind that develops trust, learn their
love language, and to truly understand
their ways. Quality moments require many
hours of little moments—talking about
your children’s day, having conversations,
reading and telling stories. Kids need both
high-quality and high-quantity time. They
need you in healthy doses!
3) Deliberately TOUCH Your Kids
Every Day. This can be from high-fives
and wrestling matches to strokes of the
hair, squeezes of the hands, and goodnight
kisses. Those with babies should hold them
gently and lovingly, not just functionally.
Within the safety and warmth of their
arms, children learn that relationships are
nurturing and secure. This can be challenging if as a parent you have an avoidant attachment style. For the parents who
have the ambivalent attachment style, the
need to monitor how much the children
are touched is another factor. It is import-
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By Janie Lacy

When some parents use messages
such as “just get over it” and
“you shouldn’t feel that way,” this
can be harming and ineffective,
especially as they get older.

Adobe Stock

ant to pay attention to their children’s cues
and adjust their behavior appropriately.
It is important to know which type of
touch feels good to your children and then
respond in that way every chance you get.
This may change as they get older, so don’t
take it personally if they are not as receptive, just be willing to give affirming touch
when you can.
4) TEACH Your Children Important
Values and Life Lessons. This includes
teaching your children the significant lesson of learning how to handle negative
emotions by not ignoring them or pushing them aside. When some parents use
messages such as “just get over it” and “you
shouldn’t feel that way,” this can be harming
and ineffective, especially as they get older.
Instead as a parent you will need to set limits on how your children behave when they
are upset and teach them ways to manage
feelings and solve problems. When you do
this, you create a secure base from which
children can deal with negative emotions. Also, keep in mind that one of the
best ways we can teach our children is by
having them see us live out the principles

and guidelines we are sharing with them.
Remember, they are constantly watching
and learning.
5) Demonstrate TENACITY to Your
Children. When we stick to something
and remain persistent in the face of stress,
this is tenacity. Tenacity helps create a resilient family structure, one that generates
warmth with clear limits and realistic and
constructive boundaries. When families
maintain commitments to setting healthy
boundaries and fostering open communication, this can help create a healthy and
stable environment. It also lets them know
you are not going to give up on them even
in challenging times, which brings safety
and security.
When trying to reconnect with children,
there can be several hurdles to overcome, so
it is important for parents to put on their
patience hat and to also have self-awareness
of their own personal struggles that can
be triggered in the interactions with their
children who they have lost connection
with for whatever reason. Parents can once
again find joy in their life after reconnecting with their children and observing the
growth and development of
them in the family.
Below are FIVE PRINCIPLES you can employ
during this time of rebuilding the relationship with
your children.
1) Foster UNIQUENESS. Every family is
filled with individuals who,
though related, are much
different from the others.
A huge mistake is to think
that you can raise and relate
to each child the same way.
This can potentially build

resentment between the children.
2) Be careful with RIGIDNESS in
enforcing household rules. Parents can do a
disservice to their children when they have
too many rules. Trust is the key to building
healthy family relationships. It is essential
for parents to articulate their expectations
well and follow this up with consistent, fair
consequences.
3) Families need RITUALS that foster
togetherness. Embrace the benefits of families eating together several times a week, having meetings where each member can have
a say, and outings where a son or a daughter
has alone time with a parent (not as a punitive event), but a fun time where you laugh
and learn more about one another.
4) Helping them develop their LEGACY. In helping them develop as a person,
it is important to educate children on the
highs and lows of our extended relationships. You can talk to them about deceased
family members, visit gravesites and childhood homesteads, share memories of your
upbringing, and the good and bad lessons
you learned along the way. When you are
vulnerable with your child, it will help
them to open up and relate in real ways.
5) Model appropriate use of WORDS
in your communication to the children
and in front of them. Parents can devastate
or hinder reconnection by using ill-conceived language during times of frustration
such as, “you always…” or “you never….”
This can really destroy their confidence in
re-bonding with you and potentially in
other important relationships. It is important that they hear words like “I love you,”
“you are valued and special,” “thank you,”
and “everything is going to be OK,” on a
regular basis. Also, be sure to share that
you love them just for who they are and be
specific in your compliments. If you build
love in your children, they will not lack
self-confidence.
The above guidelines may seem simple;
however, when it comes to reconnecting
with your children, they are very powerful. It is important that COMPASSION,
COMMUNICATION and COMMITMENT are consistently shown to connect
with them through the rebuilding process
and beyond.

Janie Lacy, LMHC, NCC, CSAT is a relationship trauma expert, psychotherapist
and television commentator in Orlando.
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The Confidence Factor
Five ways the entire family can win the confidence game
By Mark Hillery

W

e all have the desire to win. Life, in general, has a
way of challenging our resolve and on occasion will
have us second-guessing our skills and abilities. The
confidence factor is the internal edge people need in order to navigate obstacles without losing their winning attitude. Challenges
should not be down played; whether the children are moving to
a new school district, parents are transitioning jobs following a
layoff; a college bound child doubts their abilities to take on the
college life after graduating high school. Any of these scenarios
and many more can face a family and temporarily impact the confidence factor.
Here are five things everybody in the family can do to regain
confidence and face any challenge directly.
1. Forget the Negative and Focus on the Good!

In the midst of the disappointment you have to be willing to
let go and if there was betrayal, forgive and move on. Confidence
at school or the workplace is often connected to our skills, education, training and the bragging rights we’ve earned throughout
our careers. What’s funny is how quickly some of those things
are forgotten when we experience disappointment. Keep moving
forward even when you’re not sure of the next step.
This is the perfect time to adapt the routine of winners! Every
day should represent time that you dedicate to a task or habit that
moves you closer towards your goals and builds the confidence
needed to win! Do you meditate by getting a picture of the good
things you want out of life and looking at them a couple times
a day? Here are other options to consider such as prayer, inspirational teachings, audible books or activities that develop your
professional confidence. These subtle changes can play a major
role in boosting your family’s confidence!
3. Get a Vision of Your Best Life by Setting Goals!

Nothing is more rewarding than writing a goal and being able
to check them off the list. On a daily basis you and your family should picture itself excelling in the classroom, living in your
dream home, driving your dream car, and traveling to your dream
destinations. Your family should also focus on the desires that it
really wants and create goals by writing them down in a journal. After your family sets its goals, they will have to take action
that gets them closer to reaching them. If you’re undecided on the
effectiveness of journaling, consider that most millionaires write
out their goals and review them daily.
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4. Find your Passion and Hone Your Skills!

What gets you motivated and excited? One of the best ways
to build your confidence is to read articles about your personal
interests and work related industry on a daily basis. If you have
stopped reading about your industry since starting your job, you’re
losing ground. It’s time to hone your skills, go back to school and/
or set a goal to develop personally everyday. Families that commit
to being life-long learners are always winning!
5. Surround Yourself with a Get-it People!

It is so important to surround yourself with people who win
and want to see you win. If you’re the most successful person in
your immediate circle, you may want to expose yourself to a few
more successful others that will personally challenge you to grow.
The same advice should be conveyed to your children in grade
school, college and as they transition into their career choice. Stay
connected with people who encourage your growth and development.
Confidence is important in all aspects of life. When we find
ourselves challenged, it’s time to seek routines and habits that get
us focused again and back in fighting shape. Knowing that you’re
winners in the end helps to rebuild your self-esteem. Believe in
your inner strengths and follow the steps outlined in this article
and you and your family will exude all of the confidence you’ll
need to reach and exceed every goal you aspire to achieve.
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2. Develop Winning Habits that Propel You Forward…

BLACK HISTORY

Tampa’s Hidden Fortune
By D. Shenell Reed

T

Left to right: Shirley FoxxKnowles, Tampa City
Clerk; Bob Henriquez,
Hillsborough County
Property Appraiser;
Ersula K. Odom,
Friends of Madame
Taylor; Jennifer Dietz,
Hillsborough County
Historical Advisory
Council; Gloria Jean
Royster, Friends of
Madame Taylor; Frank
Reddick, Chairman,
Tampa City Council

bridge. He took the idea to members of
Tampa’s City Council and history was corrected.
The “Friends of Madame Taylor” is helping to keep her memory alive. Founder Gloria Jean Royster led the effort to erect the
historical marker near the bridge that briefly
tells Fortune Taylor’s story; and Ersula
Odom crafted an original poem commemorating Madame Fortune’s legacy.
“People loved and respected her and
apparently she loved the people. The
marker is a way to honor her and everyone
who contributes in telling her story,” said
Royster, who is writing Madame Fortune’s
biography. “Madame Fortune transcended
her time. She was a woman in the late
1800s who has a street named for her—an
African-American woman at that. From
everything we know about her, she was

unique and respected by blacks and whites
alike.” She added that Madame Fortune’s
story is becoming very popular Tampa history and the Straz Center for the Performing Arts in Tampa is planning to create a
musical production about her.
Taylor was born in South Carolina in
1825 and was the slave of the Howell family who eventually moved to Hernando
County. Along with them, they brought
Taylor and another slave, Benjamin. Fortune and Benjamin married in 1866 and
were among the first African-Americans
to legally wed in Hillsborough County,
according to history records. Fortune Taylor became a citrus grower, a baker, businesswoman, and history maker.
“Her story is about inclusion—it’s
important for everybody in Tampa that her
story be told,” said Royster.

Bridge photo by Ersula K. Odom
Ersula Odom

he Tampa City Council voted unanimously to restore a 91-year-old
bridge back to its rightful name.
Named for freed slave Madame Fortune
Taylor, the Fortune Street Bridge was West
Tampa residents’ first connection to downtown in 1892 and it changed the way African-Americans accessed the city.
“There could have been no bridge had
Fortune Taylor not agreed to have the
bridge connect to her property,” said historian Fred Hearns. “I tell people I probably
would not be here had it not been for this
bridge,” Hearns smiles as he recalls stories
of his father traveling across the bridge to
date his mother.
Madame Fortune owned 33 acres of
land in downtown Tampa along the east
bank of the Hillsborough River, including land that now belongs to the bustling
theatre and art district. The bridge is one
of Tampa’s most noted landmarks and
it is picturesque along the Tampa Riverwalk. In 1892, Madame Fortune agreed to
have an older version of the bridge built on
her land. The current structure was built
in 1927.
In 1967, Interstate 275 made its way to
Tampa and forced a realignment of many
of the city’s streets. After that, Fortune
Street Bridge ran along Laurel Street and
the bridge was renamed. That was until Jeff
Houck of Columbia Restaurant Group,
started a community effort to rename the
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Investing In Single Mothers’ Higher
Learning Boosts Families and Society
Report offers key recommendations to help single mothers succeed

F

or most, a college degree is a
gamechanger. It can mean sound
family finances, job sustainability,
and solid medical benefits. That is not
the life of most single mothers, though.
Unsteady childcare and meager wages
often impede their access to college enrollment. However, a new study conducted by
the Institute for Women’s Policy Research
(IWPR), reveals that more single mothers
with postsecondary degrees are just what
families and society need.
Here is why this is a challenge: only 8
percent of single mothers who enroll in
college graduate with an associate or bachelor’s degree within six years, compared
with 49 percent of women students who
are not mothers. Most of the low numbers
represent women of color. Thirty-seven
percent of African-American women, 27
percent of American Indian/Alaska Native
14 ONYX MAGAZINE

women, 19 percent of Hispanic women,
and 14 percent of White women in college
are single mothers.
Increasing the number of single mothers
graduating from college could be a boon
for the economy and, more importantly,
for individual families. “Single mothers
with college degrees who work full-time,
full-year earn much more than those with
only high school degrees. Over their lifetimes, single mother graduates with associate degrees who work full-time, full-year
earn $329,498 more than those with high
school diplomas, and bachelor’s degree
graduates earn $610,324 more than those
with a high school diploma.” High earnings greatly impact families’ lifestyles.
That is just part of the picture—there is
a broader perspective. “Because they earn
more than high school graduates, single
mother degree holders pay more in taxes

Adobe Stock
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than those with high school degrees only.
On average, each single mother with an
associate degree contributes $36,291 in
additional taxes throughout her lifetime
over what she would have paid with only a
high school diploma; a single mother with
a bachelor’s degree pays roughly an additional $84,222 in taxes.
The IWPR determined that the key is
creating and expanding programs that
address single mothers’ concerns. By
earning a college degree, single mothers
can change the trajectory of their whole
families’ lives and “bring substantial economic returns to society as a whole.” College degrees also assist in reducing poverty
and boosting outcomes for the next generation. The report made strategic recommendations for higher and early education
systems, federal and state policy, research
and advocacy, and service providers to take
toward developing the supports that single
mothers need to succeed.

STUDENT
PARENTS WHO
USED CAMPUS CHILD
CARE CENTER HAD
TRIPLE THE ON-TIME
GRADUATION RATE OF
STUDENT PARENTS
WHO DID NOT USE
THE CENTER
Monroe Community College Student
Parent Outcomes by Usage of the
Campus Child Care Center,
2006–14

”

Communities and higher education
institutions should bridge the gap between
the early and higher education systems to
improve access to quality child care—for
example, by expanding the number of Early
Head Start/Head Start programs on college
campuses or building relationships between
campuses and local child care resource and
referral agencies.
Key Recommendations:
• Federal and state governments can
utilize public funding to incentivize communities and colleges to increase degree
attainment among single mothers, and
track progress toward that goal.
• States should improve state child care
subsidy eligibility rules to count higher
education and training toward work
requirements and to allow all degree types
(including four-year degrees).
• Communities and higher education
institutions should bridge the gap between
the early and higher education systems to
improve access to quality child care—for
example, by expanding the number of
Early Head Start/Head Start programs on
college campuses or building relationships
between campuses and local child care
resource and referral agencies.
• Early education organizations can
continue building systems to encourage
parents to attain college while participating in child care and Pre-K programs, and
work to form strong bonds with college
systems and institutions at the national,
state, and local levels.
• Researchers should conduct rigorous evaluations of student parent support
and campus child care programs to better understand and identify best practices
and their impact on student parents’ persistence and completion rates.

• Philanthropy can lead networks and
engage in design-thinking to identify,
evaluate, and scale promising, affordable
strategies for increasing college success for
single mothers.
Colleges and universities can:
• Develop partnerships, programs, and
interventions designed to ensure that available child care, case management, and
financial aid, as well as other community
and institutional supports, reach the single
student mother population;
• Collect and/or analyze institutional
data on students’ parent status and outcomes to better understand student parents’ experiences during and after college,
and to assess progress toward improving
their completion;
• Become vocal advocates for the kinds
of public benefits, such as the Child Care
Access Means Parents in School (CCAMPIS) program and Child Care Development
Fund subsidies, that support students in
college; Establish family-friendly campuses
to create welcoming, supporting college
environments for students with children.

The Institute for Women’s Policy Research conducts and communicates research to inspire public dialogue, shape policy, and improve the lives and opportunities of women of diverse
backgrounds, circumstances, and experiences. The Institute works with policymakers, scholars, and public interest groups to design, execute, and disseminate research and to build a
diverse network of individuals and organizations that conduct and use intersectional policy research. Read the entire report: Investing in Single Mothers’ Higher Education: Costs and
Benefits to Individuals, Families, and Society at www.iwpr.org.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

ABIAH…

REIMAGINING NINA SIMONE

O

ver the years, pianist, singer,
renowned vocal coach, songwriter and producer, ABIAH
(Ah-Bee-Ah) has continued to outdo himself with each project. ABIAH sings NINA,
released in May, has already received rave
reviews, and a sold-out performance at the
historic Apollo Theater in Harlem, New
York.
His work with artists such as John Legend, George Michael, Yolonda Adams,
Mario, Rachelle Farrell, Robert Glasper
and countless others, has propelled his
career into the spotlight, to the degree that
Robert Deaton, producer of the CMA
and Billboard Awards, Grammy/Oscar
Award-winning Common are in ongoing
collaborations with him. With his broad
octave vocal range, he has performed leading roles at NYC Opera, Carnegie Hall,
and European Opera houses, Off-Broadway, the Blue Note, Jazz At Lincoln Center,
B.B. King’s, and many major international
festivals.
Now, in our third interview over a span
of six years, I asked ABIAH to tell us in
his own words about his journey through
his most beloved project to date—ABIAH
sings NINA.
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“Nina Simone is such a huge part of my
art; I’ve wanted to honor her for the last 13
years, but kept holding back for one reason
or another. The first three albums were my
own material, then I thought ‘this is the
time to branch out and try new ways to
reach new people, so why not start off with
a new trilogy of records?’
I think people have been moved by the
way I reimagine songs, so I did Beyoncé
on my records, Tina Turner, and Prince.
I thought ‘let me start with one of the
most influential people in my life, who I
could connect audiences and myself to in
a very special way.’ I went to my fans. I
am an independent artist, and I’ve wanted
to make this record, I thought I know my
fans will help me make the record, so I put
a GoFundMe campaign out on Facebook,
and raised the money in two weeks. Of
course, I put more money in, but that seed
money really helped make this possible.
Nina had a “begging-knee” sound.
Originally, she wasn’t a singer, she was a
classical pianist, who was forced to sing at a
night club, or she was going to lose her gig,
so that’s how she originally started singing.
What I admire about Nina Simone is the
way she used her voice. She often borrowed
her cadences and her vocal emotions from
her styles. I always hear a little bit of middle eastern kind of chants in her voice—a
melisma that she does, it definitely comes
from middle eastern, or east African music.
I love that! I love those motifs in her singing, and her vibrato was very unique. So,
what I did on this record was try to imitate that, I tried to emulate the way she
was using her vibrato. When I made this
record, it was very important to me to
reimagine her songs, but yet stay close to
her arrangements. I tried to do that for
the most part, except for one song where
I took more liberties and that was “Don’t
Let Me Be Misunderstood.” The rest of the
songs I really tried to follow motifs from
within her spectrum of music and use the
nuances that she used at times when it felt
appropriate, so you will hear that through-

out the record. When I played the Apollo
Theater in January of this year, which was
a sold-out concert, people came out of
the concert saying to me that when they
closed their eyes, sometimes they couldn’t
tell whether it was Nina or me. I thought
that’s a major compliment, because I wasn’t
trying to imitate her, but rather call upon
her idea...upon her musical spirit.
I have some kindred feeling toward
Nina Simone. Like Nina, I am a studied
musician, and a classical musician by skill
set. I went to two major conservatories,

the music, and I do the same.
What one learns in the classical realm is
the art of being excellent. I feel that Nina
was an excellent musician, and my idea is
to be an excellent musician...as the Bible
says, “Study to show thyself approved”
(2 Timothy 2:15) I have always worked
towards that. For instance, getting mastered by Chris Gehringer, who is one of
the top master engineers in the business,
and working with top shelf musicians, all
of those things are important, because it
matters to my legacy artistically. My job is
to make sure that artists of that nature, like
a Nina Simone, who was recently inducted
into the Rock N’ Roll Hall Of Fame, is
not forgotten... that she’s remembered by
younger people, it is our job to hold up
her light. Obviously, Nina Simone’s name
is iconic, it comes with a certain audience.
So, to be able to tap into her audience and
say ‘hey there are artists just like her, who
are still living and making music, who still
are great at their craft,’ is important to me.
I thought, this is another way to reach new

I think people have been
moved by the way I
reimagine songs, so I did
Beyoncé on my records,
Tina Turner, and Prince.
—ABIAH

Eastman School of Music, and the New
England Conservatory, so I studied classical music and the great composers that
she studied. I have the ability to translate
that information into a new art form, or
another art form being jazz. Nina and I are
both anomalies, we come from many different perspectives, it’s not just jazz. When
you listen to my music and voice there’s not
just jazz, there’s classical, there’s folk music,
and there’s soul. That’s why they called her
the High Priestess of Soul because she was
pulling from many places in order to create

audiences and build new a understanding
and correspondence with fans, because
what I’ve learned about my art and career
is that the fans make all of it possible.
Everything I do is because of the people
who support me.”
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MONEY MATTERS

MONEY GOALS

10 Ways to Build
Family Wealth
Proverbs 13:22 admonishes “A good man leaves an inheritance
to his children’s children, but the sinner’s wealth is laid up for the
righteous.” Wealth building has always been critical for financial
stability in the home. However, the typical family’s wage income
grows slowly and it may be hard to see how you can build that
family legacy. There is hope. Here are just a few ways that most
financial experts agree will help put you on the right road to your
family’s financial success.
Change your mindset
“Before we can make any significant changes in our lives, we
need to become aware of our money challenges. We need to look
at them for what they really are, even if they are not pretty. Becoming aware of the habitual approach taken when it comes to money
responsibilities allows us to feel whatever we are resisting and see
that it isn’t as bad as we thought. Accept what is and allow change
to occur. When we diffuse our emotions, we are able to step back
and shift our attention towards discovering the deeper cause of
our feelings (about money). Then, take action.” WealthClinic
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Set Money Goals
“To get going on saving for the future, financial experts often
suggest having a five-year plan, where you create specific money
goals you’d like to achieve in five years and what you need to
achieve those goals. For example, saving six months of income for
an emergency fund, or saving for a big event, like a down payment
on a house.” Forbes
Track Your Spending
“Budgets aren’t simply a means to keep track of whether your
bills are paid and which accounts are due. They’re your tool for
managing money in a way that builds wealth. Budgets reveal
income deficiencies, which lets you fill them. Budgets expose
excessive spending, which lets you stop it. Budgets help you make
investments and track them. Budgets help you set goals and reach
them.” Mint.com

Automate Your Finances
“The ultimate money managers don’t necessarily work harder
— they work smarter. Ramit Sethi, author of “I Will Teach You
To Be Rich,” writes that setting up an automatic system for savings and bill-paying “will let you focus on the fun parts of life.
No more worrying about whether you paid that bill or if you’re
going to overdraft again.” You can do this in two steps: Link your
accounts together and set up automatic transfers from your checking account.” Business Insider
Invest Your Spare Change
“Investing is one of the most effective ways to build wealth, and
contrary to popular belief, you don’t need a lot of money to get
started. In fact, thanks to micro-investing apps, you can start by
simply investing your “spare change.” The app will round up your
purchases to the nearest dollar and automatically put any spare
change to work. also aim to make investing simple and accessible, and automated investing services known as robo-advisors can
work for you, no matter how much you have in the bank. Start
investing sooner rather than later to take full advantage of compound interest.” CNBC
Cut expensive drink habits
“If you really want to cut expenses, consider cutting your consumption of expensive drinks—alcohol and coffee. If you drink a
$15 bottle of wine a week, for example, cutting your alcohol consumption could theoretically save you eight hundred dollars or
more per year. If you have a (popular coffee spot) habit, consider
making your own coffee at home. Some studies estimate that the
average American spends more than $1000 per year on coffee. If
that money is put towards savings or an investment instead, you
will have a nice nest egg a few decades down the road.” Tomorrow

Surround Yourself With Like-Minded People
“Steve Siebold, the author of “How Rich People Think,” states
that rich people surround themselves with like-minded people. If you hang around people who are successful, driven, and
hard-working then it is much more likely that you will be too.”
Well Kept Wallet
Prioritize High-Interest Debt
“Get out of debt by paying off high-interest credit cards and
loans. A “Forbes” article stated, “You may have the income now
to really attack any student loans or credit card debt that may be
lurking. Don’t just pay the minimums and keep those balances
for decades. Get aggressive and knock out high-interest debt now,
since later you’ll probably be balancing saving for your own retirement and for college if you have kids.” Black Enterprise “Get out
of debt and stay out of debt.” Dave Ramsey
Save Surprise Money
“What sets the financially smart apart from those who continue
to struggle, though, is the ability to put off that immediate gratification in the moment to have wealth for the long-term. Instead of
spending unexpected money, pay off your high-interest debts; pay
off all other debts, in order of interest; create an emergency fund
and invest.” The Dime Turner
Read About Wealth Building
Internet search books that can help you reach your goals.
“Research shows that 88 percent of wealthy people devote at least
30 minutes a day to reading. If it works for them, it could work
for you.” CNBC
Compiled by D. Shenell Reed

Teach Children About Money

Financial expert Dave Ramsey says there are 15 simple
ways to teach your children about money. PRESCHOOL
- Use a clear jar to save, so they can see the money
growing. Set an example, like paying with cash instead
of a credit card or not arguing about money. Show them
that stuff costs money, by taking money out of the jar
and letting them hand it to the cashier for their items.

ELEMENTARY/MIDDLE SCHOOL - Show opportunity
costs, by saying ‘if you by that video game, you won’t
have money for shoes.’ Give commissions, not allowances. Reward them for doing chores vs. paying them
for breathing. Avoid impulse buys and help them see the
value in saving/waiting. Stress the importance of giving
by choosing a church or charity. TEENAGERS – Teach
them contentment. They see their friends get stuff on
social media. Stress that, although they don’t have the
coolest car on the block, it gets them from point A to
point B. Give them the responsibility of a bank account
to teach about money management. Get them saving
for college by saving money from a summer job. Teach
them to avoid student loans. Talk about the options:
lesser-cost college, working while in school, scholarships
and grants. Teach them the danger of credit cards now.
Get them on a simple budget with an easy budget app.
Introduce them to compound interest—the earlier they
learn about investing, the better. Help them figure out
how to make money. Help them find a job or become an
entrepreneur, which is easier than ever these days.
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Never Let
Negative
External Chatter
Become an
Internal Matter
By Kevin Washington, Ph.D.

W

e must disallow the contemporary discussion of chaos
to become our lifestyle of confusion. Discussions
about downsizing/right-sizing, threat of war and
tough economic conditions can be debilitating to one’s progress
and will cause one to have a very negativistic thinking pattern.
Such thinking will contribute to feelings of hopelessness, angers,
depression and despair. Whereas it may be true that we are feeling the pinch during an economically challenging moment, that
economic crunch is not the complete reality. Common discussion
only contains a part of truth however the end of the story has not
been told. You must continue to do what you have been called to
do no matter how difficult the conditions may appear to be. Your
calling may be a critical component to relieve the tension of the
moment. Many of the world’s greatest inventions were developed
during challenging times in history.
On a personal level we may encounter negative statements
hurled towards us. There is often external chatter like “yo (your)
daddy wasn’t noting and you ain’t going to be nothing” or “yo
(your) mama was in them street and you are going to be just like
her.” We must remember that this information is in the minds of
others and is based on their perception of the world. They only
know what they know from the way they see things. Their view
is not the complete truth. We must know the truth about who
are. We know that we have been created to manifest greatness; we
know that within us is profound power to do the unthinkable;
we know that we have been ordained to be here so that we can
bring forth a new reality; we know that success is ours to have; we
know who we are and in knowing this we know who we are not.
So, when we hear the negative external chatter we can say with
confidence “I have been created with power, I live with passion as
I execute my purpose, therefore whatever you think of me is not
my realty.” When we encounter negative external chatter we must
reflect, reconnect and resurrect.
Reflect – Think about the situation that you are encountering

and recognize the feeling that you have about yourself and your
situation. Also, think about how you may have encountered a
similar situation earlier. One in which you did not see how you
were going to make it out, but somehow you did.

Reconnect – Reconnect with the essence of your being. We
allow some events to come along and disconnect us from our
power source as well as dimensions of ourselves. At these times
we lose our faith and confidence in our Creator and ourselves.
Reconnect through praying, meditation, affirmations, breathing
exercises, etc. These can serve to allow one to regain the spiritual
space to reconnect to our Power Source.
Resurrect – You must then bring forth your divine greatness by
living in the Light of your Divine Power. Bring out the greatness
that is within you that has become buried under the sea of despair,
fear, anger and self-doubt. Bring forward your innate power is
situations where your feel powerless and watch the Peace that will
show up also.

Kevin Washington, Ph.D., is a licensed psychologist and academician in
Orlando and Washington, D.C.
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GOOD READ

Summertime
Reading List Done
Americanah

I Am Enough

By Chimamanda
Ngozi Adichie
The bestselling
novel—a love
story of race
and identity—
from the awardwinning author
of We Should All
Be Feminists and Dear Ijeawele.
Nominated as one of America’s
best-loved novels by PBS’s The
Great American Read. Ifemelu and
Obinze are young and in love when
they depart military-ruled Nigeria
for the West. Beautiful, self-assured
Ifemelu heads for America, where
despite her academic success,
she is forced to grapple with what
it means to be black for the first
time. Quiet, thoughtful Obinze had
hoped to join her, but with post9/11 America closed to him, he
instead plunges into a dangerous,
undocumented life in London.
Fifteen years later, they reunite in
a newly democratic Nigeria, and
reignite their passion—for each
other and for their homeland. “Black
Panther” stars Lupita Nyong’o and
Danai Gurira are reuniting for a
T.V. miniseries adaptation of the
book soon, reportedly with Panther
alum Daniel Oleyowo as lead man.
“Americanah” is the winner of the
National Book Critics Circle Award
for Fiction. Alfred A. Knopf and
Anchor, publisher.

By Grace Byers
Illustrated by Keturah Bobo
I Am Enough is the picture book everyone
needs, and it’s now a New York Times
bestseller!
This is a gorgeous, lyrical ode to loving who
you are, respecting others, and being kind to
one another—from Empire actor and activist
Grace Byers and talented newcomer artist
Keturah A. Bobo. This is the perfect gift for
mothers and daughters, baby showers, and
graduation. We are all here for a purpose. We
are more than enough. We just need to believe
it. Harper Collins, publisher.

A Whole New You
By Tia Mowry
When actress Tia Mowry landed her breakthrough
role on the sitcom Sister, Sister, she swapped
home-cooked meals for catering spreads. But her
teen-dream diet of candies and carbs turned into
a nightmare when she developed endometriosis,
a painful disease that affects one in ten women
worldwide. Two years and two surgeries later,
some surprising advice from her doctor inspired
Tia to radically change one of the most basic
elements of her life: her diet. After ditching the
dairy and the refined sugars and processed foods,
Tia’s pain receded drastically. What’s more, her
migraines stopped, her skin cleared up, and she
was finally able to get pregnant. Drawing on the
latest research on whole plant foods, inflammation,
and gut flora, Whole New You chronicles Tia’s
journey to wellness and provides all the resources
you need to feel better. Ballantine Books, publisher.

Between the World and Me
By Ta-Nehisi Coates
Between the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to answer these questions in a letter
to his adolescent son. Coates shares with his son—and readers—the story of his awakening to
the truth about his place in the world through a series of revelatory experiences, from Howard
University to Civil War battlefields, from the South Side of Chicago to Paris, from his childhood
home to the living rooms of mothers whose children’s lives were taken as American plunder.
Beautifully woven from personal narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged
reportage, Between the World and Me clearly illuminates the past, bracingly confronts our
present, and offers a transcendent vision for a way forward. Speigel and Grau, publisher.
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MEDICALLY SPEAKING

FROM THE ‘WAR ON DRUGS’ TO ‘NATIONAL HEALTH EMERGENCY’:

By Jamelia R. Hand

T

he United States is battling one of
the deadliest public health crises in
our history. Drug overdoses have
now become the leading cause of accidental death for people under the age of 50.
During a hearing in late October 2017,
Pres. Donald Trump declared the opioid
epidemic “a national health emergency.”
The opioid addiction crisis has impacted
all races, genders and ethnicities. It’s claiming more lives every day, an average of 144.
The crack epidemic of the 1980’s is still
not in remission and continues to resonate
within communities of color.
On November 1, 2017, the President’s
Commission on Combating Drug Addiction and the Opioid Crisis, led by Gov.
Doug Christie, submitted its final report.
BlackDoctor.org spoke with Calondra
Tibbs, MPH, Senior Advisor of Public
Health Programs for the National Association of County and City Health Officials
(NACCHO) about her thoughts on the
opioid epidemic within the Black community, and how we might create community action efforts that halt the explosive
growth of opioid misuse/abuse and reduce
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opioid overdoses across our nation.
Calondra Tibbs: I’m currently a senior
advisor at NACCHO but my service has
span across a variety of public health issues.
We are funded by the Centers for Disease
Control to help local health departments
to provide training and resources to their
communities. Growing up as a young
child, I wanted to be a doctor or lawyer.
Once I went to college at Florida Agricultural & Mechanical University (FAMU)
and took a course in Personal and Family
Health, I quickly realized that my heart’s
desire was to not only get to the root of
issues affecting my community but also
work within the communities that I served
and partner with families in my efforts. I
began my career in environmental health
as an epidemiologist and learned that
some communities of color also had low
incomes and less power resulting in less of
a voice when it came to advocating for local
resources. I was responsible for looking at
the health data for those communities and
translating that data into answers when I
spoke with families. I analyzed neonatal
abstinence syndrome (NAS) and drug use.

looking at the implications of drug use
during pregnancy. I noticed that there were
many issues negatively impacting maternal
child health. We didn’t know much about
the impact of opioids on the maternal/
child health but we knew that we needed
to help which is why NACCHO created
regionally specific resources so that local
health departments can address the issues
that are happening in their communities.
What do you believe are some of
the issues related to Black Americans and our ability to obtain
quality medical care for opioid
dependence treatment issues?
Calondra Tibbs: History and access.
As we know, addiction is a problem for
everybody. It’s a public health crisis and if
we want to look at how opioid addiction
has impacted Black people in particular we
must look at the history of how drugs were
treated within our communities. During
the 1970s-1980s, the approach to drugs
was to criminalize addiction. It was labeled
“The War on Drugs.” There was evidence
that drug use was heaviest, mostly in communities of color with low incomes. When
we think about equity, we must look at
history. Negative approaches and language
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OPIOID ADDICTION & HEALTH DISPARITIES
IN BLACK COMMUNITIES
My goal was to help pregnant women by

surrounding the issue of drug addiction
created stigma around treatment and recovery efforts. It was simply not considered a
disease. Now, drug use and the culture of
drugs is evolving. Areas where we had not
traditionally been aware of or saw extensive
drug use (rural, suburban, White americans) is growing. Another reason why quality care is a concern is access to treatment.
For example, pregnant women who are also
addicted fall within a very high-risk medical category. In the past, we have not had a
lot of treatment options available. Pregnant
women were also very costly to treat and
funding was not available the way that we
needed it to be. We have seen an increase
in opioid use and addiction but we had not
seen an increase in opioid treatment funding and resources. Now, we have the 21st
Century Cures Act to accelerate the discovery, development and delivery of cures
which was signed into law in 2016. This
will offer funding and increase access. Many
states are taking advantage of this benefit.
Can you share with us some
resources that are available to
support recovery in the Black
community?
Calondra Tibbs: In addition to the
Cures Act, faith-based approaches are
very helpful to opioid addiction. These
approaches focus on healing the person
both physically and spiritually. We (NACCHO) are also focusing on the data and
the needs of the community to drive the
development of resources. We are paying
close attention to evidence-based programming that will meet the individuals and
communities. We must think about more
specific resources by looking at why people
use drugs in the first place, then develop
resources around those issues. Whether
it is an issue of jobs, housing, systems,
economy, etc., we must consider what
may be driving health inequities. How do
we address why some may have access to

Now, drug use and
the culture of drugs
is evolving. Areas
where we had not
traditionally been
aware of or saw
extensive drug use
(rural, suburban, White
americans) is growing.
resources where others may not? We must
address the root issues then design programs around the issues. Policies, systemic
issues, [and] racism can impact decision
making and those who are battling these
problems daily might be more susceptible
to drug use.
What can we do as concerned
community members to manage
and overcome Opioid Addiction
in our communities?
Calondra Tibbs: The public health
approach requires that we identify the
needs in our individual communities and
work together towards solutions. So, what
we can do as community members is:
• Have open discussions.We must be
honest about what is going on in our
communities. We need to discuss what

opioid abuse and addiction look like
in our community. We must abandon,
“It’s not in my neighborhood” or ignore
it because it is not happening to “my”
family. There are more people impacted
by this epidemic than we are willing to
believe or admit. Opioid issues increase
healthcare costs, insurance rates, taxes,
etc. It is EVERYBODY’s problem.
• We must create an environment where
people can talk more openly without
feeling judged. We must remove the
stigma and stereotypes to get people the
help that they require. If someone has
a cold, a neighbor might bring chicken
soup and do what they can to make
their neighbor comfortable. We don’t
employ this same attitude when addiction is the illness.
• We must look at the social-cultural
implications of poverty, loss of jobs,
[and] trauma. We must figure out culturally-specific ways to address these
issues and also teach healthcare providers to do the same.
The opioid crisis is not one person’s
responsibility, it’s everybody’s! If we work
together towards solutions the result can
be less time off work for people who are
dependent on opioids, fewer people in [the]
hospital, less costly to our healthcare system
over time, and more businesses will want
to come to our communities when drugs
are not an issue. We must to a better job of
talking to each other and working together.

Jamelia R. Hand MHS CADC MISA I is a Certified Addictions Counselor, Co-Occurring Disorders Specialist and Opioid
Addiction Consultant. This story was initially featured in BlackDoctor.org and has been reprinted with permission.
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HEALTH AND WELLNESS

Keep Your Family Safe While
Traveling This Summer

I

know many of you love to travel and
finding the time to escape from everything is especially important when it
comes to your health. If you are adventurous, try an overseas excursion. It is time
that we see not only what is in our own
backyard, but it’s even more exciting to see
how others live and eat in other countries.
I find it to be eye opening when, living in
a world of plenty, I go to the other side of
the world and find out our fellow people
dealing with some of the same problems
face in our own United States.
A few months ago, I traveled to Egypt
to learn more about the culture of others,
and what an amazing trip that was. As you
and your family venture to for summer
vacation, especially if its overseas, there are
health and safety risks you should be aware
of. No matter where you go—majestic
mountains, secluded beaches, or bustling
cities—kick off your travel adventure by
getting prepared with a traveler’s health

guide. Google that on your phone.
If you are planning a retreat, family
reunion, or destination girls trip this summer—from the bustling cities of Europe to
the sunny, tropical beaches of the Caribbean, here’s everything you need to know
about staying healthy and safe before,
during, and after your vacation.
Before You Go
• Learn about health concerns at your
destination. Even if you are familiar
with the place, there may be new and
important health risks that could make
or break your trip.
• Make an appointment with a travel
medicine specialist or your healthcare provider to get needed vaccines
and medicine at least four to six weeks
before you leave.
o CDC recommends all travelers be
up to date on routine vaccines, such
as influenza and measles. There are

Roniece Weaver, M.S., L.D., R.D., is a registered dietician and president executive
director and founding partner of Hebni Nutrition Consultants.
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currently measles outbreaks in many
popular destinations —don’t go
unprotected!
• Pack a travel health kit with your prescription and over-the-counter medicines (enough to last your whole trip,
plus a little extra), first aid supplies, and
your health insurance card. I usually
carry everything for colds and stomach upsets especially when I can’t find a
local drug store and everything may not
be written in English.
• Monitor travel warnings and alerts
at your destination through the State
Department website.
o You also can enroll with the nearest
US embassy or consulate through
the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program(STEP) to get the latest safety
updates and help in an emergency.
• Prepare for the unexpected.
o Leave copies of your itinerary, contact information, credit cards, and
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By Roniece Weaver

TRAVEL

SAFE SUMMER
BEACH TIPS
passport with someone at home, in
case you lose them during travel.
o Find out if your health insurance covers medical care abroad—many plans
don’t! Consider buying additional
insurance that covers health care and
emergency evacuation, especially if
you will be traveling to remote areas.
During Your Trip
• Eat and drink safely. Contaminated
food or drinks can cause travelers’ diarrhea and other diseases. Travelers’ diarrhea is the most common travel-related
illness. If you are traveling to a developing country, you are especially at risk.
o Eat only food that is cooked and
served hot.
o Eat fruits and vegetables you have
washed in safe water or peeled yourself.
o Drink water, sodas, or sports drinks
that are bottled and sealed, or very
hot coffee or tea.
o Use ice made with bottled or disinfected water.
o Its great to experiment and try new
foods, and its better to ask what’s in
the food so you won’t be surprised.
Food allergens could arise if you are
sensitive to certain foods.
• Protect yourself from hot temperatures and sun exposure. Wear SPF 15
or higher sunscreen to protect yourself
from the sun’s harmful UV rays when
enjoying outdoor activities,and reapply
as directed.
Remember to plan safely and accurately.
Make sure you have an ample supply of
your meds with you while traveling. In fact
make a list of your meds and how often you
take them especially if you get sick while
traveling. Be aware of your surrounds and
be safe. Bon Voyage! Roniece

Summer beckons us to the water to
cool off from the humid temps. If you and
your family are visiting the sunny beaches
of Florida this summer or venturing to an
enticing place in another part of the world,
there are some very important guidelines
you need to follow to have a healthy beach
vacation. Check them out!
By Lauren Tjaden

Avoid an Overdose of Sunshine
It sounds obvious, but dehydration and
sunburn can happen fast at the beach. Protecting yourself from the sun is one of the
most important beach safety tips.
• Remember to drink plenty of fluids, but
avoid alcoholic beverages.
• Use sunscreen often, and reapply after
swimming. The spray-on kind is especially useful when you’re wet and sandy.
• Bring protective clothing and an
umbrella.
• Avoid the midday sun, which is most
intense.
• Bring your shades and wear them; your
eyes can get sunburned, too. Make sure
your sunglasses are UV certified.
Know What Beach Flags Mean
Florida beaches use a uniform flag warning system to advise beachgoers of potential safety risks. These colored beach flags
are there to help protect you. Here’s what
they mean in Florida. Be sure to learn the
meaning of beach flag colors in other areas.
• Double Red - Danger! Water Closed to
Public
• Single Red - High Hazard, High Surf
and/or Strong Currents
• Yellow - Medium Hazard, Moderate
Surf and/or Currents
• Green - Low Hazard, Calm Conditions,
Exercise Caution
• Purple - Dangerous Marine Life (Usually Jellyfish)
• An absence of Beach Flags Does Not
Assure Safe Waters.

Notice Landmarks
You can easily go for a swim in the ocean
and end up blocks away from where you
started. Pick out a landmark where you
enter the water and keep an eye on it while
you swim. Always swim in front of a lifeguard and in water that is waist-deep or
less.
Be Cognizant of the Current
A rip current is a flow of water moving
in the offshore direction. They don’t pull
people underwater – but they can pull you
out to sea much faster than you can swim.
Here’s our beach safety tips on how to
break the grip of the rip.
• Remain calm; you need to conserve
energy and think clearly.
• Never fight the current.
• Think of a rip current as a treadmill that
can’t be turned off. You just need to step
off of it.
• Just swim out of the current in a direction following the shoreline. When out
of the current, swim at an angle (away
from the current) toward the shore.
• If you are unable to swim out of the
rip current, float or calmly tread water.
When out of the current, swim toward
the shore.
• If you are unable to reach the shore,
draw attention to yourself by lifting
your arm and yelling for help.
Watch Out For Lightning
Lightning is a real danger. If you can
hear thunder, or if a storm is approaching, get out of the water and get off the
beach. Think of it as a prime opportunity
to explore the area’s indoor Florida attractions. Plus, most storms are not a total
washout, just an interlude of an hour or
two. You’ll be back on the beach in a flash!
Beach tips can be found at VisitFlorida.com
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FAMILY

Managing a Family Business
By Sandy Murray
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W

hen managing a family it is
very important to ensure that
relationships among family
members are keep strong enough for the
business to survive. It’s also important to
remember that family bonds are much more
important then any business venture. One
of the best ways to maintain family unity is
through an effective succession plan.
One of the most important things in
managing a family business properly is
ensuring that personal relationships among
family members are keeping strong enough
to stand the test of time even if the business
does not. It is important to understand that
family bonds are much more valuable than
business, because a business can be replaced
but your family cannot. Family members
working together and considering each others needs and feelings will go a long way
towards building a successful business.
Business and leisure are sometimes difficult to separate when families work and
play together. However, family business
owners must deal with these types of issues
on a daily basis. A good way to do this is
to establish a solid business plan that outlines the daily duties and responsibilities
of each family member actively involved

in the business. Establishing a solid business plan and work schedule will lighten
the pressure on management personnel in
situations where family members do not
adhere to their own policies, rules and regulations. Family members that choose to
slack off rather than pull their fair share
of the workload will essentially write their
own admonishment.
It is important to realize, however, that
managing a business is not simple at all.
There are times when difficult decisions
have to be made to ensure the survival and
profitability of the business. Any type of
business should be managed as a serious
entity and not just as a hobby, whether it
is a family owned business or not. Many
organizations experience failure within the
first year when not managed properly. To
avoid this failure, family members must
commit themselves seriously to their own
business just as they would commit themselves to punching the clock of an outside
company. At times though, it can become
difficult to maintain your focus or sense of
purpose when all you have to do is walk
down the hall to start work. However,
management must ensure that all employees stay on track as much as possible.

It is also important to tackle issues of
family succession, especially if the business
owners have more than one child. There
have been numerous cases where children
of business owners fight over ownership
rights. Owners must make it clear who
establishes ownership of the business due
to sudden death or any other unforeseen
circumstances. This process can be accomplished through business succession planning. Having a defined succession plan in
place will enable all the children to live harmoniously with one another while helping
the business succeed.
There should also be a family member
designated as the company leader or president to handle all business affairs. The
leader should be capable of making sound
business decisionsArticle Submission, as
well as maintaining the trust and respect
of other family members. All family
members and business partners must feel
as comfortable as possible with business
decisions and the over all direction to the
company. Managing a family business successfully will help minimize inner fighting
and bickering among family members and
make for a more profitable and long-term
family business.
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THE KINSEYS

Family Legacy Expresses the Art of Giving

B

By Penny Dickerson

Bernard and Shirley Kinsey personify family with a display of passion and
humility often unique to African-Americans. Together, they publicly emerged and
claimed space as 21st century global icons
who have traveled to more than 91 countries following a dual retirement from the
Xerox Corporation where they enjoyed
lucrative careers.
They are powerhouse philanthropists
boasting contributions to the nation’s
HBCUs (Historically Black Colleges and
Universities) that surpass $28 million.
Recently, they challenged Florida A&M
University (FAMU), to raise $500,000 by
matching the Kinsey’s personal $250,000
contribution. Their alma mater rose to the
occasion and new uniforms, instruments,
and an equipment truck were purchased
for the renowned “Marching 100” band.
In tribute, Kinsey is monogrammed on the
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back of uniform sleeves.
They are insatiable art curators who
positively changed the trajectory of how
America perceives African-American history and art by intersecting the two in a
ground-breaking exhibit at the American
Adventure Pavilion at Walt Disney World’s
Epcot Center. Distinctly titled “The
Kinsey Collection: Shared Treasures of
Bernard and Shirley Kinsey,” it is estimated

that eight to 10 million tourists viewed the
installation during a five-year duration.
They are phenomenal, to say the least.
A charming couple whose matrimony
celebrated 51-years in February, they are
proud parents to son Khalil who serves as
CEO and general manager of operations
for The Kinsey Collection. It’s a family
affair for the Kinseys who currently reside
in the patriarch’s hometown of Los Angeles, Calif. Shirley is a St. Augustine, Fla.,
native, and the enthusing tale of how two
people from separate U.S. coasts met is the
beginning of Kinsey history as shared with
ONYX Magazine.
“I met Shirley in jail following a 1963
civil rights demonstration,” quipped
Kinsey. “I’ll never forget it. She was wearing a brand new dress but was committed
to the cause. We were both FAMU students and attending was just a blessing.
If I hadn’t gone to college there, we never
would have met.”
An avid storyteller, Kinsey additionally
stated that, “Shirley would say the success
of our marriage is because of her and to
a large degree that is true; however, when
the front-part of your life works you have
success in the end.”

Art photos courtesy of Walt Disney World/Epcot

By Penny Dickerson

”

“When you
understand AfricanAmerican history from
an African-American
standpoint, it changes
you fundamentally,
in terms of who you
are and where you
come from.

Art photos courtesy of Walt Disney World/Epcot

–Bernard Kinsey

The genesis of which Kinsey speaks are
the couple’s first 12 to 15 years and the
guiding philosophies the two established
early and never swayed.
“We believe that to whom much is
given, much is required and in living life
with no regrets,” said Kinsey who added
that a principle they call “Deferred Gratification” has also kept them grounded.
“We learned early to save our money and
not try and have everything we may want
now,” said Kinsey. “So many people just
‘gotta have it today.’ We learned to wait.
Since 1977, we have had one checking and
one savings account and never believed in
one spouse paying car note and the other
rent, etc. We have always been financially
accountable together,” Kinsey added.
How then, does a family whose life has
appeared rooted in frugality, embrace philanthropic thought and generously support
the framework of community?
“We didn’t inherit money,” stated Shirley Kinsey. “We saved and we applied what
FAMU taught us, what our families taught
us, and the wisdom of the village that
raised us. We believe in ‘Making Merit.’
We have been blessed and we should be a
blessing to others and share,” she added.
And with that said, the pair continued to share and became millennial game
changers. An inquisitive child, young
Khalil nudged his parents often regarding
their family history which resulted in their
gathering of 400 authentic, rare art, artifacts, books, documents, and manuscripts

that collectively narrate the often-untold
story of African-American achievement
and contributions to modern society.
“When you understand African-American history from an African-American
standpoint, it changes you fundamentally,
in terms of who you are and where you
come from. All of us have holes in our
hearts because we don’t know who we are
or from where we came,” advised Kinsey.
“It’s not a black thing, or a white thing,
or a Latin thing or an Asian thing. You’re
different because the African-American
story is the story of America. We’ve been
a part of everything that has happened in
this country all the way from Patagonia to
Canada, so what the Kinsey family is trying to say is, we were there. We were there
and we matter,” Kinsey added.
The Kinsey Collection is presidential
award-winning and has been on display at
the Smithsonian Institute in Washington,
D.C. However, the Walt Disney World
Epcot exhibit has been the exhibit’s watershed moment to date.
“We always wanted to extend the reach
of the Collection to a larger, more international and diverse audience,” explained
Kinsey. “So, we were delighted to collaborate with Disney to share the stories of our
remarkable ancestors.”
The project took five years to launch, and
according to Kinsey, in May of 2008 when
the collection was installed at the Norton
Museum of Art in West Palm Beach. Kinsey
reached out to his life-long friend the late
Bob Billingslea, former vice-president of
corporate urban affairs and minority out-

reach at Walt Disney World.
Additionally, integral was Carmen
Smith, vice president of creative development of Walt Disney Imaganeering. An
African-American Disney executive, Smith
spearheaded the travel of 20 theme park
executives who journeyed to the Kinsey’s
sprawling Pacific Coast home to view the
original collection which is housed in a
converted wine cellar.
The result was instant adoration that
inspired an invitation to launch a custom, guest interactive gallery for a threeyear installation that opened March 2013;
terms were re-negotiated and the collection remained until May of 2018.
“We were thrilled to bring the Kinsey
Collection to Epcot guests,” said Jim
MacPhee, senior vice president, Walt Disney World Parks. “Epcot is such a rich cultural tapestry that it serves as the perfect
showcase for this powerful collection, with
its celebration of the human spirit.”
Essential to the collection’s presence is a
198-page, self-published, coffee table book
titled “The Kinsey Collection” that has
been approved by the Florida Department
of Education to teach K-12 history.
“We’ve sold 50,000 books worldwide
and are in the 5th edition,” shared Kinsey.
“We donate a number of books to high
schools and colleges, specifically to FAMU,
which has also received a number of letters
and manuscripts from the collection for
their permanent archives.”
The Kinsey Collection continues to
move forward with finesse and it maintains
momentum following its Walt Disney
World departure. An interactive, enhanced
E-book for The Kinsey Collection has been
developed by Apple to work with schools
in Florida, Texas, and California.
But the project Kinsey is most excited
about is The Kinsey Collection’s upcoming
debut at the Toyota North America Headquarters in Plano, Tex.
From Harvard to Hong Kong to the
halls of HBCUs, the Kinseys continue to
enlighten the world and encourage others
to join them.
“We believe in Social Capital,” offered
Shirley Kinsey. “We get our friends to support organizations and projects we believe
in and remain grounded in the advancement of the black community. Something
we say often is ‘Leave the door open and
the ladder down.’”
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Change Your Approach
to Improve Your Results
Whether you like to go big or incremental in progress towards your goal,
knowing what really motivates you can make the difference in your success.
By Ursula Jorch
Are you someone who thinks big?
Or do you move ahead incrementally, in a ‘slow and steady wins the
race’ process?
There’s all kinds of advice out there
about how to get better results in your
business. Go big or go home! Step by
step and you’ll eventually get there!
Whatever the advice, I think one
thing can be overlooked. We’re unique.
Each of us responds better to one
approach over another.
I’ve learned that I respond better to
a big vision. A big vision in which we
all win: where what I do in my business
helps you. When I have that in mind,
I feel inspired. I’m motivated. I have
more energy to do what needs to be
done to move toward that vision.
That’s what was behind the 30-Day
Video Challenge. Last week, I pledged
to create 30 videos in 30 days. For
some, that may be your usual day at
the office. For me, it was a huge leap
of faith. I’ve been scared about doing
videos for quite a while.

So I set myself this Challenge. At
some point, I need to stop talking
about my fears and just do something
about it. Now is the time. And I wanted
to bring people along with me, doing
this together, people who’d like to
move through their fear too.
That big vision has been doing a
lot to carry me through days when
I can’t quite get my makeup right, or
I start feeling judge-y about what I
plan to say. For me, the big approach
works, and I’m getting different results
because of my willingness to do things
differently.
You may also be inspired by a big
vision. What is that for you? What goal
can you set for yourself over the next
30 days that will help carry you forward?
On the other hand, you may work
better with a gradual approach. A stepwise approach of small changes that

bring you to a bigger outcome. Even
mountains are moved one grain at a
time. You may thrive with the steady
knowing that each day, you’ve met
your interim goal of this step today. If
that’s true for you, what small goal can
set for yourself every day? That solid
performance over time can really carry
and empower you.
Which approach works best for you?
It’s helpful to know that. If you’re not
sure, think back on times when you’ve
accomplished the most. How did it
happen? Through gradual change or
big steps all at once? I’m talking here
about self-determined change, not
necessarily the response to a surprise
event.
When you know the approach
that works best for you, you can plan
according to that. It may be a new way
for you to look at things. A way that is
right for you.
Your goals matter. You matter! So
when you’re planning how to move
towards your goals, discern which
approach will work best for you, and
then plan that way. You’ll be more successful Psychology Articles, and happier along the way.
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BLOCKBUSTER

Samuel L. Jackson plays
Frozone in the Disney
film “The Incredibles 2,”
which is in theaters.

“Incredibles 2” is the Latest
Film in Samuel L. Jackson’s
Hollywood Journey
By Ronda Racha Penrice, Urban News Service

S

amuel L. Jackson is, without a
doubt, the hardest working man in
Hollywood. To date, he’s appeared
in well over 100 films with a box office
take of $7 billion and counting. That’s a
Guinness World Record that Jackson, who
appears in about four films each year, isn’t
relinquishing anytime soon. In his latest,
he reprises his role as Lucius Best, close
friend to the Parr family who also doubles as the superhero Frozone, for Disney’s
long-awaited animated sequel “Incredibles
2.” The 2004 original, “The Incredibles,”
grossed over $631 million worldwide.
Playing an animated character who can
“shoot ice out of his hands” is very apt for
Jackson who is generally considered the
coolest cat in Hollywood—with films like
Spike Lee’s “Jungle Fever” and Quinton
Tarantino’s “Pulp Fiction,” which made
him a star. But it’s a long way from his
childhood in Chattanooga, Tenn. Raised
during Jim Crow, Jackson, who turns 70
later this year, was very familiar with the
color line, spending much of his early
life in almost exclusively black environments. His father was very absent while his
mother was a sporadic presence for many
years. So, Jackson’s maternal grandparents
and aunt had a huge impact on his early
life. From his grandfather, who worked as
a janitor, Jackson learned the value of hard
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work and that still shows in his work ethic
today. His Aunt Edna, a performing arts
teacher, actually set him on the path to
becoming an actor.
“I was in the house with her and she was
generally in charge of the pageant shows
or whatever the happenings. She never had
enough boys. Boys never volunteered. I
lived in the house with her so she made
me,” he said, reclining comfortably at the
other end of a sofa. “She takes all the credit
for this,” he laughed, outstretching his

Samuel L. Jackson and his wife, LaTanya
Richardson, have been together for more
than 40 years.

hands to highlight the luxuriousness of his
The London West Hollywood room.
As a student at the iconic men’s college
Morehouse in Atlanta that also counts Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. and Spike Lee
among its alumni, Jackson became ferocious about acting. There he even met his
wife of nearly 40 years, LaTanya Richardson, a serious actress attending Spelman.
He also appeared in his very first film,
the long-forgotten 1972 Blaxploitation
era film about interracial romance titled
“Together for Days,” later renamed “Black
Cream.” In 1976, Jackson and Richardson
moved to New York.
“I never had a time when acting wasn’t
going well,” said Jackson of those days. “I
had times when acting didn’t pay as much
as something else could have. But I’ve only
had like one real job other than actor. I was
a security guard . . . But other than that,
I’ve supported myself acting since 1978.”
Jackson’s strategy was to keep everything he did in the theater. “I did things
I’d learned to do in college that wouldn’t
take me out of the theater situation,” he
said. “It was easier for me to say I have an
audition to people who are in the theater
and they go ‘good luck’ than if I had to go
to my auditions and be like ‘who’s going to
wait my tables?’
“I just didn’t put myself in that situation
so I built sets, I hung lights. I did whatever was necessary to make money in the
business I wanted to be in. I knew how
to do it. It kept me close to the theater.
I could watch people rehearse, read lines
with them or do whatever. So, I was always
ready to go.”
“Incredibles 2” opened in theaters
nationwide June 15.

WORKPLACE

8

Signs Your Boss
Is a Bully

By Sherri Gordon

B

ullying is not limited to the teen
years. In fact, more and more
people are reporting bullies in the
workplace. Some studies indicate that as
many as 54 million Americans have been
bullied at some point in their career. Workplace bullying can occur between anyone
in the workplace. But perhaps the most
difficult situation to deal with is bullying
by a boss—the very person responsible for
your advancement within the company.
Many times, people do not realize that
their boss is bullying them. Instead, they
believe they have a tough boss or one that
simply pushes his employees to get results.
But it is important to be able to identify
workplace bullying because it can have significant consequences.

Signs Your Boss Is a Bully
Your boss is a bully if he does any of the
following things:
• Verbally abuses you. Bullying bosses
are notorious for humiliating employees in front of others. For instance, he
might shout, swear or yell at you on a
consistent basis. He also may make
offensive jokes at your expense. Verbally
abusive bosses also make snide remarks
or offer unfair criticism. They also have
been known to ridicule and berate their
employees on a regular basis.
• Intimidates you. Intimidating behavior might include threatening to fire you
as a way to maintain power and control.
He also might make threatening gestures or threaten to physically harm you.
Other examples of intimidating behavior include towering over you, invading your space, and giving intimidating
looks.
• Questions your adequacy and your
commitment. Bosses who bully ques-

tion your adequacy by belittling your
opinions and ideas. This behavior may
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take place in private or in front of others.
They also may blame you for problems
at work while boasting that their skills
are responsible for good outcomes. And
they may question your commitment to
the job unless you work long hours and
sacrifice personal time. Consequently,
when you do not put in long hours, you
may feel fearful that you will be fired.
• Intrudes on your privacy. Sometimes
bosses will spy on you or even stalk you.
They also may listen in on your private
conversations, open your mail, and go
so far as to tamper with your personal
belongings or your work equipment.
It is not uncommon to find a bullying
boss snooping through your office when
you are out. Ultimately, a bullying boss
is looking for ammunition to use against
you.
• Undermines your work. Bullies set
unrealistic deadlines that are bound to

cause failure. They also change project
guidelines on a regular basis causing
extra work and increasing the chance
for failure. They withhold necessary
information and sabotage your success
by causing your projects and papers to
be late or incomplete. Refusing to sign
off on projects or not providing needed
feedback are other tactics used to undermine work.
• Impedes your success. Remember,
bullies do not want to see you succeed
because they will lose control over you.
As a result, they may punish you for
mistakes that are not yours or bring up
past mistakes in order to shift blame
during a discussion. They also may
make it impossible for you to apply for
a promotion, a transfer or additional
training. They may even over-control
or micromanage your work or projects.
Meanwhile, more manipulative bullies

will promise you promotions or raises
to get you to work extra, but then never
deliver on those promises.
• Spreads rumors about you. Bullies
often go to great lengths to make others look bad. As a result, they may gossip with others about your work, your
appearance, your health or your personal life. Sometimes they even lie about
you in order to damage your reputation.
Their goal is to make others believe you
deserve the unfair treatment you are
receiving.
• Isolates you at work. Bullying bosses
might exclude you socially. They leave
you off party lists and do not include you
in company outings, sporting events,
or after-hours meetings. They also may
schedule meetings when they know you
are on vacation or have a conflict in your
schedule. Additionally, they may make
important decisions while you are out
of the office. And they may go so far
as refusing to allow you to attend work
meetings or work lunches.
Why Workplace
Bullying Is Harmful
Many times, employees will endure bullying and poor treatment from their bosses
simply because they are afraid of losing
their job or creating a tense situation.
But letting bullying bosses get away with
humiliating and demeaning you can be a
bad idea too.
Not only is the bullying bad for your
health, but the bullying likely will continue
if you never address it. If you are at the
point where you feel like you are walking
on eggshells around your boss or you are
feeling anxious, sad, or frightened around
your boss, then it may be time to stand up
to the bullying.
And it may actually be good for you.
Research out of The Ohio State University,
published in Personnel Psychology, illustrates that confronting a hostile boss helps
you hold onto your sanity. The study’s lead
author, Bennett Tepper, says that employees feel better about themselves because
they didn’t sit back and take the bullying.
Employees that stood up to the bullying
also earned the respect of their coworkers
and gained back power in the relationship
with their bosses. They also were more
committed to their jobs and they believed

their careers were not impacted negatively
by addressing the boss’ bad behaviors.
How to Confront a Bullying Boss
Standing up to your boss is not easy.
However, if you feel like he is taking
advantage of you, it might be worth considering. But first, think about the possible
repercussions. You have to be comfortable
with the fact that you could be disciplined
or lose your job for standing your ground.
For some people, confronting the bullying is the priority over maintaining their
position in the company. Others would
prefer to learn coping mechanisms while
they hunt for a new job. Whatever your
decision, be sure you are prepared for the
possible outcome.
If confronting your boss is something
you want to do, here are six steps for handing the situation in the most effective way
possible:
• Stand up for yourself. Remember,
bullies count on you being passive about
their behavior. Show your boss that
he made a mistake in targeting you.
Address the issue with your boss in a
calm and assertive manner. The goal is
that you can defend yourself without
being aggressive or mean in return.
• Be specific. When addressing your
boss’ behavior, have specific examples ready of how he has offended you
because chances are high that he will
want proof. If you don’t have examples
prepared and ready to go, it will look
like you are overreacting. Keep in mind
though, that most bullying bosses will
not take responsibility for their mean
behavior. In fact, he will likely shift
the blame for his actions back to you
or simply brush it off saying that he
doesn’t even remember it happening.
Recognize this for what it is and do not
falsely believe that you are to blame for
his choices.
• Be confident. Bullying bosses are able
to quickly discern whom they can control and manipulate. Avoid looking nervous, insecure, or defeated. No matter
what happens during your discussion stay
strong and remain professional. Keep your
chin up and do not give in to the pressure.
• Recognize what you can control
and what you cannot. Remember, you

say or do. But, you do have control over
your response. Keep your confrontation
free of emotion and anger. If you can’t
address your boss in a calm manner,
then you need to postpone confronting
him. You also need to be prepared for
your boss to retaliate. Be sure you have a
plan in place in case your boss fires you
for addressing his mean behavior.
• Continue to work hard. Do not allow
your boss’ bullying to derail you at work.
For instance, don’t spend time talking
with other co-workers about what is
happening. Instead, focus on continuing
to produce high-quality work. Also, do
not allow the turmoil your boss creates
to cause you to fall behind on projects.
And be sure to keep good documentation of all your successes.
• Know when to get outside help. If
your boss continues to bully you despite
your efforts to address it, contact human
resources or your boss’ supervisor. Keep
a record of all the bullying incidents
including dates, times, and witnesses.
You should also keep all electronic correspondence. And if you feel emotionally
drained, depressed or anxious, contact
a counselor. It is never a good idea to
ignore the effects of workplace bullying.
A Word From Verywell
Learning to recognize workplace bullying will help you learn not to blame
yourself for someone else’s behavior. Additionally, you will be less likely to take
responsibility for something that isn’t
your fault. Remember, bullying does not
mean there is something wrong with you.
Instead, workplace bullying is a choice that
is made by the bully.
Keep the situation in perspective and do
not let it affect your self-esteem or health.
Find outside support for what you are
experiencing and look for options for your
situation whether it is reporting your boss,
filing a complaint, looking for a new job,
or getting outside counseling. With some
effort, you can escape the clutches of a bullying boss.
This article has been reproduced with
permission by Verywell Family. Reviewed by
Dr. Joel Foreman, M.D.

have no control over what other people
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REAL ESTATE

Online Home Valuation:
How Accurate Are Those Sites?

T

here was a time not too long ago when there was only one
way to know what your house was worth: call a realtor. Now
many sellers have visited online home valuation sites only
to be shocked at the published value of their homes. Most sellers are pleased when the values appear higher than they expected,
but many online valuations come in far lower. So, should you use
these values to price your home for sale?
Estimating a home’s market value is far from an exact science.
What these sites attempt to do is provide greater transparency
to homebuyers and sellers by making data derived from public
records more accessible. They publish what you paid for your
home and how much you pay in taxes. Many have satellite views
so accurate they can spot your dog laying on the front porch.
But few consumers realize that two homes right next door to
each other could have been purchased at different times and have
vastly different tax bases which in turn skews values. The property
tax base resets for each home every time it’s sold. Then the taxes
can go higher every year, remain the same, or go down according
to market conditions. Most communities impose ceilings so that
your taxes don’t escalate to an unaffordable level in a single year.
If you’ve only owned your home for five years, you are likely
paying much more in property taxes than your retired neighbors
who bought their home 20 to 30 years ago. Yet your home may
not be worth more unless you’ve done some substantial updates
and/or additions.

Then how do these sites come up with valuations? All property
is registered with the city and county for property taxing purposes. Home valuation sites contract with major title companies
to obtain county tax roll data. They also find ways to become
members of local real estate association multiple listing service
(MLS), That way, they have access to current listing data and
recent sold data.
Your best approach to choosing a listing price is to ask your
real estate professional for a comparative market analysis, or
CMA. He or she can show you the most recent listing asking
prices and sold comparables that are similar to your home and in
the same geographical area. By comparing these properties, and
adjusting for feature differences, an estimate of value is made for
your home.
If your home is estimated for far less on a home valuation site
than current comparables, be prepared to argue pricing with buyers who take these numbers as gospel. If they have a real estate
agent representing them, the agent can confirm the comparables
you show them to help them understand the market a little better.
By the same token, don’t expect to get more for your home if
home valuation sites put your home in a higher price bracket.
Recent comparables tell the true story of the current market as
long as buyers and sellers are using the same search parameters.
Remember, a set of comparables is only a guide to pricing your
home, so you can sell your home quickly and for the most money
possible in the current market.

The information in this article was compiled by Dee Parker, Broker/Owner at
Parker Realty Group and chair of ONYX Magazine Advisory Committee.
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MARRIAGE

Your Marriage Can Be Saved
By Jon Allo

C

an you save your marriage if it
started in troubled waters and
began sinking soon after? People enter into a marriage with a great
anticipation of happiness and satisfaction.
Are you now hoping to save your
marriage and looking to repair the broken dreams and promises? It’s difficult
to acknowledge if your marriage has
gone wrong and you often find yourself in denial. Nobody wants to admit
to failing. You hold on to a hope that
something may fix your relationship
troubles and save your marriage.

Save Your Marriage Before
It Is Too Late.
There are no miraculous words that
can amazingly heal a failing marriage.
But they can guide you in the right
direction to accept the truth. It’s certainly more challenging if only one
person in the relationship wants to
save your marriage. Both you and your
partner need to try to regain the old
feeling and strive for healing.
It is easier to save your marriage
when repair begins early although
many say they were not even conscious
that anything was wrong. Couples get
too occupied or wrapped up in their
personal requirements to watch for
tell-tell signs of a downward slope.

Save Your Marriage
With Communication.

Can You Save Your
Marriage Alone?

Signs that your marriage might be
in trouble include your partner talking
more about “me” rather than “we.”
When one of you becomes only interested in what is good for self, then the
wish to continue in a marriage is fading. Lack of affection is another sign
your partner is losing interest as is
keeping away from home with excuses.
Refusing to go to counselling is
another sign that you need to get to
work and save your marriage. Both of
you must want your marriage to succeed and be willing to accept counselling for it to work and mend. If your
partner won’t discuss problems with
you, they probably will not open up to
a counselor either.

When you’re in love and the marriage is on stable ground, you ignore
the small and petty things that may
irritate you. If complaints become a
frequent conversation point, bad news
is on the way. Principles and responsibilities change but love and respect
should remain constant.
Marriages have been saved when
only one partner changes. If you truly
want to save your marriage, you must
be willing to compromise, regardless of
who is wrong or right. When one person changes, it brings about change in
the other.
You need happiness in your life and
you won’t find it by being angry just
because you know you’re right. Forgive and be forgiven. Change and be
changed.
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Joy Parchment
PhD, RN, NE-BC
Joy Parchment, Ph.D., RN, NE-BC is a registered
nurse who is board certified in the specialty
field of nursing administration. In her role as the
director of Nursing Strategy Implementation
and the Magnet® Program at Orlando Health,
she is responsible for developing, implementing,
and evaluating the strategic goals for the nursing enterprise across a 3,300-bed, nine facility,
healthcare organization.
Furthermore, Parchment is responsible for the
nurse leader professional development program
administered through the Orlando Health Professional Nursing Academy and the Nursing Excellence Recognition program. She also engages
nurses from diverse backgrounds to formulate
practice standards and builds a culture of inclusivity and decision-making for over 4500 nurses
at Orlando Health. She takes an active role in system-wide projects and led the implementation of
an electronic Patient Acuity System used to optimize nursing workload.
Parchment is passionate about building the body
of nursing science and has research interests in
nursing workforce, moral resiliency, and nurse
leader work environment. She is the author of the
course book “Protecting Patient Safety: Preventing Medical Errors, Second Edition,” a presenter
at 2017 ANCC Magnet Conference, an active
member of the American Organization of Nurse
Executives, and the Heart of Florida United Way,
Healthy Children and Families Cabinet. Parchment was recently appointed to the American
Nurses Association nursing advisory committee
that is investigating abuse against nurses in the
work environment. She is the 2018-2019 Region
III Director of the Florida Organization of Nurse
Executives where she makes decisions that shape
health policy, education, and delivery of healthcare to individuals across the state of Florida.
Parchment is a tenacious catalyst for change
and demonstrates her passion for making a difference throughout the communities that she
serves. Using her strategic mindset and her ability
to partner with others, she achieves her targets
every time.
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ON THE

QUAD
Students prepare to give healthy
foods to community members who
live in food deserts.

B-CU Collaboration
Addresses Food Desert
Campus and community came together
to address food insecurity in Midtown,
one of the City of Daytona Beach’s most
impoverished areas, at a food distribution.
Food deserts are being created as fullservice grocery stores move out of lowerincome neighborhoods. Spearheaded by
alumnus, District 26 State Representative
Patrick Henry and Farm Share, more than
12,000 pounds of food was shared with
292 families at the B-CU Michael & Libby
Johnson Center for Civic Engagement.
“B-CU was chosen because of its
central location and high visibility in the
community. At least 280 verified families
attended and it was an honor to assist
them,” said Henry.
The event was coordinated by the
University’s Offices of Chaplaincy, Public
Affairs and Student Life. The Michael
& Libby Johnson Center for Civic
Engagement at Bethune is the physical
hub for the University’s communityfocused programs, which are a
continuation of the rich legacy entrusted
to the institution by its founder, Dr. Mary
McLeod Bethune.
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A FAMU representative
stands with other
college and university
representatives as
they all agree to offer
healthier options on
their campuses along
with Partnership for a
Healthier America.

FAMU’s New Commitment to
Promote Healthier Options on
Campus Puts University at Forefront
of Wellness Cultural Shift
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University
(FAMU) has announced a three-year commitment to
enhancing the campus environment and its wellness
efforts by joining the Partnership for a Healthier
America’s (PHA) Healthier Campus Initiative, which
is designed to transform the campus community by
promoting healthier eating options and improved
physical fitness opportunities.
FAMU is one of more than 60 forward-thinking
institutions of higher learning to make a commitment
to implement PHA’s promising practices that range
from offering additional options for wellness meals
and healthy drinks and diverse opportunities for
physical activity.
As part of a commitment announced at
Partnership for a Healthier America’s Innovating a
Healthier Future Summit last month, FAMU agreed
to the following areas of focus: food and nutrition,
physical activity/movement, programming, additional
wellness programs that identify food insecure
students and offers options on campus.

Edward Waters College Acquires
New Building/Blesses Field
Edward Waters College recently acquired the
James Weldon Johnson (JWJ) building in Jacksonville. The JWJ building was called the James Weldon Johnson Academic and Career Training Center,
which was used as a school for kids who are behind
in grade level with the Bridge to Success overage
program. The Duval County School Board has since
moved that program to another school. Today, the
JWJ Building serves as the home for the Edward
Waters College Department of Teacher Education
and Urban Studies program. EWC also blessed the
grounds of the upcoming “Nat Glover Community
Field and Stadium.” The Nat Glover Community Field
and Stadium is part of the $8.5 million upgrade given
to EWC by the City of Jacksonville. It will serve as
community filed because the community will have
access to the walking track and community little
league football games will be played here.

ONYX ON THE MOVE

Back row from left,
speakers Monica
Williams-Harris,
Veronica Blakely, Bria
Sullivan, Keynote
Speaker Angela Hill,
Founder Ana Foster,
Clemmie Perry; front
row, from left, guest
Tahisia Scantling,
speakers R. Colette
Glover-Hannah and
Taisha Crayton.

A Maven’s World
ONYX Magazine participated in the A Maven’s World
women’s conference for its debut in Tampa. A Maven’s
World aims to encourage women to become connected
to each other to create an energy within themselves and
feel empowered, according to the conference’s founder
Anna Foster. The conference featured breakout sessions with topics like Mompreneruship, being a mom

Dr. Lucille O’Neal, right, with
Dottie Peoples, center, ONYX
Magazine Advisory Committee
Chair Dee Parker, second from
right, and other guests.
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and an entrepreneur; becoming the best CEO of yourself;
and making business contacts. The luncheon was hosted by
Veronica Blakely of V’s Voice Enterprises and included a
keynote speech by Angela Hill, Pharm.D., CPH. Clemmie
Perry, the founder of the Women of Color Golf, and Joli
Cooper, the national president of Jack and Jill of America,
Inc. received honors.

Lucille O’Neal Presents A
Day With Dottie
Media Partner ONYX Magazine
attended A Day With Dottie, (Gospel great Dottie Peoples), Faith and
Fellowship Luncheon hosted by Dr.
Lucille O’Neal. Nearly 800 people praised God at the Rosen Centre in Orlando. Emceed by pastor,
social advisor and funny man Willie
Moore, Jr., the event was an inspirational break away from the typical
afternoon tea. People were on their
feet, clapping hands and clanging
cymbals, so to speak, when Peoples
took the stage. She was accompanied
by her band and local saxophonist
Troy “Sax Therapyst.” Before Peoples’ performance, O’Neal honored
community businesses for their
dedication to the community. The
eight annual event was not complete
without wares of local vendors—
from Wakandan attire to stunning
baubles, the whole family had something to choose from.

Lunch Honors Women
The Orlando Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc., hosted its ninth annual Celebration
of Women Luncheon with more than 600 people in
attendance. The Luncheon recognizes extraordinary
women who are inspiring, networking, educating
and empowering each other. The event raises funds to
support high school students get to college. The 2018
luncheon honored former Orlando Chief of Police,
Congresswoman Val Demings. In the photo are Neika
Berry, the president of Orlando Alumnae Chapter;
US Cong. Val Demings 10th Dist.; Brunch event
Co-Chairs Brandi Gurley and Shakelia Henderson.
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Dean Mosley
By Damani Dickerson

E

veryone is equal. Making sure individuals have a level playing field and
ensuring all get a fair process is what
drives Dean Mosley.
No stranger to contentious high-profile
cases, the longtime Florida attorney understands that sometimes you have to pay a
price for what you believe. A man of principle and integrity, he asserts he will always
stand on his morals and believes if more
people stand up for what they believe,
there’s less opportunity for attacks on those
who aren’t strong enough to stand up for
themselves.
After several years as a prosecutor, Mosley transitioned to private practice focusing on criminal law that also involved civil
rights issues. He found himself arguing for
people who were being treated differently
in the system. His dedication to studying
the concept of law and making the Constitution work for the clients has been key
to his success.
“I will stand on the Constitution…even
if I stand by myself, because I believe in it,”
he said. “I want everyone to know that the
Constitution applies to all.”
The Thurgood Marshall School of Law at
Texas Southern University graduate decided
to attend Law School drawing inspiration
from his mother, who was highly intelligent
but not formally educated. Although smart
and ambitious, her lack of education presented many obstacles.
According to Mosley, “success starts
with education, learning opens doors and
people of color in America can take part
in the American dream if they push themselves hard enough and take advantage of
the opportunities available to them.”
His enthusiasm for education has also
fueled his passion for helping others in his
community. Mosley has coached, mentored
and counseled kids on how to obtain a better life for themselves through the pursuit
of a college education. His commitment to
be a positive living example and to helping

children succeed is apparent.
“He has given a lot of time to children
in general, not just his own kids,” Mosley’s
wife, Pamela, said. “You have to give kids
someone successful who look like them,
which is extremely important when young
minds are being shaped.”
Immigration Attorney Wayne Goldings
agrees.
“He created a road map for me to for me
to achieve my dream become an attorney,”
he said of his mentor. “Out of an adverse
situation he put me and many others on
that road.”
A proud loving father of four, Mosley is
a family man devoted to the success of his
children. His firstborn is an accomplished
business woman in Texas. His younger
children attended various High Schools in
central Florida and went on to receive basketball and football scholarships to college.
Mosley has practiced law for more than
30 years, handling civil rights, criminal
defense and consumer protection cases. He
is a member of the National Bar Association, Florida Bar Association, National
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
and the Orange City Bar Association.
He received his B.A. from Florida A&M
University.

“I will stand
on the
Constitution…
even if I stand
by myself,
because I
believe in
it. I want
everyone to
know that the
Constitution
applies to all.”
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Royal Wedding:
A Black Affair to
Remember
No matter where
you were on May 19,
you knew there was
a grand event taking
place across the pond.
Millions drove upon
Windsor, England, to
witness the matrimony of American actress Meghan Markle and
Prince Harry. Markle is of mixed race, African American and Caucasian, which is why so many black people around the world were
intrigued by the whole thing.
She was marrying Prince Harry, the little boy who so bravely
walked behind the horse-drawn casket of his mother Diana, the
Princess of Wales, in 1997. He is the same Prince Harry who
became famous for his shenanigans as youngster; and, by the way,
is currently sixth in line to inherit the English throne now held by
his grandmother Queen Elizabeth. The highlight for us, though,
is that Meghan is unashamedly black!
Viewers did not miss the influence of African American culture
in the wedding—the United Methodist Bishop Michael Curry,
who just about did a shout in the pulpit. There also was the Gospel Choir singing “Stand By Me.” Not to mention the slew of
black guests who attended: Markle’s close friend tennis champ
Serena Williams, Oprah Winfrey, cellist Sheku Kanneh-Mason,
that whole choir and so many more. It was like watching your play
cousin jump the broom.
Journalist Melissa Harris-Perry said, “Meghan and Harry
proved far more than I could have anticipated! So many aspects of
their wedding upended imperial and racial practices in ways that
had me literally screaming with delight.”
Stacey Abrams Works Black Girl Magic
in Georgia Gubernatorial Race
On May 22, 2018, Stacey Abrams, an African-American,
44-year-old former attorney, Georgia General Assembly House
minority leader and Yale
Law graduate beat former
attorney white Georgia state
legislator Stacey Evans in the
Georgia Democratic gubernatorial primary. While the
race was hard-fought, the
outcome was lopsided with
Abrams winning 423,163
(76.5 percent) votes over
Evans’ 130,234.
Although Georgia is known for infamous, segregationist governors like Lester Maddox, this campaign which pitted a white
woman against a black woman was largely absent of overt racial
appeals. The campaigns of both women appealed to liberals and
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moderates. Evans’ campaign strategy heavily focucsed on building a coalition among African-Americans, Latinos, women, youth
and other progressives by emphasizing issues such as educational
and job opportunities, voting rights and an end to crime.
The key question that remains after the euphoria over the historic significance of having a serious black female contender for
governor is, “What does this mean for Donald Trump?” If Georgia elects a black female governor who has the ability to mobilize
black, female, progressive, young and other minority voters, will it
tip Georgia’s scales from the red side to the blue side?
The story by Sharon Austin, Ph.D., at the University of Florida,
was excerpted with permission by The Conversation. For the entire
story, visit TheCoversation.com.
Tampa Bay Buc Added to Monday
Night Football Commentators
Former Tampa Bay Buccaneers defensive tackle Anthony
“Booger” McFarland is joining the team at ESPN for Monday Night Football’s 49th season this fall.
According to an ESPN news release, McFarland will bring a new perspective to the
games each week as the first field-level analyst for sports television’s signature series. He
will round out the new NFL commentator
team featuring play-by-play voice Joe Tessitore, analyst Jason Witten and reporter Lisa
Salters. Tessitore, Witten, McFarland and
Salters will make their regular-season debut
on Monday, Sept. 10 when the Oakland Raiders host the Los
Angeles Rams (10: 15 p.m. ET)—as former ESPN MNF analyst
Jon Gruden makes his return to the NFL sidelines—in the late
game of ESPN’s season-opening doubleheader. This is the first
time in the 13-year history of the week 1 doubleheader format
that ESPN’s top crew will call the late game, following New York
Jets vs. Detroit Lions at 7:10 p.m.
Facebook to Launch “Dating” App
Later This Year
Facebook will launch a new feature on its app later this year that
will allow users to create a dating profile and match with potential
love interests, the company’s CEO Mark Zuckerberg announced
at the annual F8 conference held in San Jose on Tuesday. The
new Facebook dating feature news comes as the company grapples
with the aftermath of a massive data breach that impacted tens of
millions of users and an onslaught of criticism for how it handled
their personal data.
The dating profile can be created separate from an individual’s
existing Facebook profile — and the user’s friends won’t be able to
see it, the company said in a statement detailing the new feature.
The app will find potential matches “based on dating preferences,
things in common, and mutual friends,” and users can search for
others based on the groups they’re a part of and events they’re
interested in.

COMMUNITY FOCUS

Walter Hawkins, State Senator Gary Siplin, District 6 County Commissioner Victoria P.
Siplin, Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer, District 5 City Commissioner Regina I. Hill, Thomas
Chatmon, Father Pinder, Rt. Reverend Gregory O. Brewer, Bishop of Central Florida

Father Canon Pinder
Honored During Ceremony
The civil rights leader is known for his community dedication
By Damani Dickerson

O

rlando Mayor Buddy Dyer, District 5 City Commissioner Regina
Hill and many other elected officials were on hand for a rededication ceremony honoring civil rights leader Father
Canon Nelson W. Pinder and the Pinder’s
Kids monument recently reconstructed in
the historic Parramore neighborhood, recognizing his courageous initiative in the
Central Florida community.
During the early 1960s, Father Pinder
journeyed to the Orlando area from Miami
and immediately began contributing to the
integrating transformation of the community. Together with students from Jones
High School, he staged peaceful protests
to fight against inequality. Respected and
admired for his tinder heart, Father Pinder
communicated a message of peace and love
to the young community that transcended
Orlando for decades to come.
The rededication celebrated his influence, loving spirit, steadfast commitment
and measured action that bridged the gap
between blacks and whites. At the ceremony, Mayor Dyer spoke briefly of Father
Pinder’s devotion and their long history.
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“I’ve known Father Pinder a little over
some 26 years. He’s had a tremendous
impact on our community, not just inside
the walls of his church but throughout the
City of Orlando,” Dyer said. “This honors
his work with children here in the community and the almost six decades that Father
Pinder has contributed here in Central
Florida.”
During one of the most challenging
times to the nation and Orlando, Father
Pinder led the nonviolent integration of

the community in the civil rights era by
approaching Caucasian business owners
in a serene manner to address the diversity
issues facing Orlando. Through his efforts
focusing on parity and amity, he developed
relationships which allowed him to go to
certain stores and restaurants in the downtown area and organize sit-in’s.
A true ambassador of goodwill, he educated the community on how to peacefully
make change.
“Father Pinder didn’t carry a big stick,
his stick was love,” Commissioner Regina
Hill said of her former high school teacher
following the ceremony. “He taught us
love wins, love conquers all and that leading with love should be our highest goal.”
Today, he continues to lead with that
same adoration.
“Beautiful things bare beautiful things.
Ugly things…never mind,” he said encouraging attendees to keep Orlando pure.
Eight years ago, the original monument
was initially placed at the corner of Glen
and Central and funded by the efforts of
then State Senator Gary Siplin, who was
also attendance. Due to construction of the
Orlando City Soccer Stadium, the monument was removed several years ago. The
new location, on the corner of W. Church
Street and S. Terry Avenue, is now in a
more prominent location, on one of the
most renown and visible streets in Orlando.
The monument reads…
“The 1960s Were Turbulent Times For
Civil Rights Throughout The United States.
Reverend Canon Nelson W. Pinder, Fondly
Known As Father Pinder, Led Efforts
Advancing Civil Rights In Orlando.
During The 1960s, Father Pinder
Organized Jones High School Students To
Participate In Non-Violent Protest At WhiteOwned Establishments Throughout Orlando.
This Movement Is Dedicated To Honor Those
Students And The Lifelong Commitment Of
Father Pinder To The Pursuit Of Equality
For African Americans.
The Light Atop This Monument Symbolizes Father Pinder’s Illumination Of Justice
Through Non-Violent Protest The African
Symbols For Overcoming Barriers, Respect
And Leadership, Changes In Life, And God
Adorn The Light.”

SPORTS

C

hris Johnson has made helping
others his personal mission. A
man who received the blessings of cool wisdom, athletic ability
and unwavering competition has given
his twin boys some big shoes to fill;
but he believes it his duty to bestow
upon others what the Creator has provided to him.
“I am a child of God, and I believe
anytime you can bless other people
you should,” says Johnson. “This is
my ninth year to help all the families. I
believe I’m blessed to be able to.”
Johnson is referring to his foundation, which has given food and other
assistance to hundreds in the summer
as kids head back to school, at Thanksgiving for families who are in need, and
during the Christmas holiday to help
make the lean times better for some.
This year will mark nine the former
National Football League (NFL) running back has shown his heart to his
Orlando Community.
A graduate of Olympia High School,
Johnson learned about discipline while
growing up on Mercy Drive. His family admonished that he keep up his
grades and hang out with the right
people to avoid trouble down the
road. He took that advice all the way to
the NFL, where he was drafted in the
first round to the Tennessee Titans in
2008. However, that trip to pro football could have been thwarted before
it even got started.
“My mother didn’t want me to play
(football) so I didn’t get hurt,” Johnson said. That meant all he could do
was watch his older brothers play
by attending practices and games.
So, when all other little boys were in
the position of “hut-hut,” Johnson
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remained on the sidelines just waiting for his mom to have a change
of heart. When he reached the
seventh grade, that time came
and everyone quickly discovered he was prime at his craft.
“I was a little nervous, but I
caught on quick,” said Johnson. “I knew how to tackle and
make touchdowns, but I had
to learn all the holds, and the
left and right sides of the line.
I had to learn the “mentals” of
the game.”
Football taught Johnson so
much—not just how to play
the game, but also about
being committed to something. All of that transfers to
life and it is something he is
passing on to his 6-year-old
twins. Although he is not
currently with an NFL team,
the drive he used to be successful in the league is the
same drive he has to be a
light of hope for others.
“Although I was faster
and better than others, I
didn’t always get picked
first,” he recalls. “I was a
person who woke up on
Christmas with no gifts,
or with socks or underwear instead of toys.
I went to school having one to two pairs
of shoes. That’s what
drives me now.”

Photo courtesy of EAG Sports Management

Chris Johnson is
Driven to Make A
Touchdown for
Families

MEN’S FASHION

3. Plan your image, one
look at a time.
One of the things that I really enjoy
about creating the ideal wardrobe is that
it doesn’t just happen. A stylish wardrobe
is one that is consistently edited, whether
it’s monthly, quarterly or annually. Say,
for instance, you know that you need to
improve your suit collection. I would say,
make it a plan every year to invest in four
to five new suits. Quality pieces should be
added to your wardrobe on a regular basis
so that your wardrobe continues to grow.

WINNING
How to step up your image game
By Mark Hillery

H

ave you ever wondered, the best
way to finally realize your professional dreams and desires? What
about strategizing the best way to get an
audience with the right people to advance
your career? Has the question played out
in your head on how to initiate next-level
connections?
I know we’ve all thought about it, and
we all at some point have navigated and
worked through it. However, if you’re still
struggling with those same questions some
five years after starting your current role,
you may have to realize that the problem
could be your image. A great image isn’t
merely what you wear, but it’s a lifestyle
dedicated to looking and living your best.
Let’s explore the five steps I believe you
should embrace in order to realize a winning image.
1. Know your body type.
Do you know which suit looks best on
you? Do you know what shirt fits you best?
Now is the time to invest in your image,
and it’s the time to answer those types of
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questions. Perhaps a single-breasted jacket
with a suit looks best on you. Or, could
the silhouette of the double-breasted suit
jacket enhance your overall appearance?
Let’s take it a step further and discuss
pants. Are you a flat-front guy or a pleated
guy? Do you look best in European-cut
suits or traditional American-cut suits? I
recommend going to a tailor for the following measurements: your neck size, the
length of your arms, your chest, and so on.
You should become familiar with the correct size jacket you wear and the best dress
shirts to purchase.
2. Invest in quality over
quantity.
It is always better to buy high-quality
pieces for your wardrobe than to invest in
trendy fads that could be in season today
and out of season in a couple of months.
I always stress that people should invest
in quality pieces—even if you have to buy
quality garments one piece at a time. The
goal is to enhance your wardrobe and ultimately improving your image.

4. Groom daily.
If you haven’t established a daily routine, now is the time to execute. I highly
recommend investing in a quality skincare
line. In addition, trim and maintain facial
hair on a consistent basis for a polished
and professional look. This is also the time
to establish a regular visit to a barber or a
stylist at least bi-weekly. Lastly, you should
invest in a relationship with a dentist and
a manicurist. Manicures not only produce
appealing hands, they are also a form of
relaxation. Give some thought to developing a relationship with a personal trainer—
which leads me to my next step.
5. Practice good health
and nutrition.
Why work hard for your next level lifestyle, but not be able to enjoy it because of
bad health due to stress? Take the time to
develop a healthy lifestyle by eating properly, reducing stress and increasing physical
activity on a daily basis. Studies show that
people who invest in their health are usually
more productive and experience more promotions and advancement opportunities.
Creating your desired image does not
require that you break the bank. It does,
however, call for deliberate purchases and
edits over time that adjusts as your salary
increases and you’re able to spend more
for the quality garments that you really
enjoy wearing. The best wardrobe editing
method is to get rid of anything showing
signs of wear and tear, too big (or small),
and gives the hint of trendiness.

WOMEN’S FASHION

Mistakes To Avoid When
Shopping for Clothes
By Imma Sila

S

hopping can be fun and rewarding,
but there are also times when the
entire experience can be unpleasant.
Most people can think of several occasions
when the shopping experience has left
them feeling like they had been robbed or
had thrown away good money. There are
some mistakes that you should look out for
before you go shopping for clothes.
1. Not trying it on
Failing to try on clothes before you buy
them can be a huge mistake. The fact is
that just because the item looks good on
the mannequin does not mean it will look
good on you! If you are in a rush, you are
better off waiting to shop another day than
buying something that might not fit or that
you will hate the moment you try it on.
2. Ignoring Your Lifestyle
Failing to consider your lifestyle when
shopping for clothes is a big mistake. You
have to make sure that you shop for items
that match your lifestyle so that you can
avoid regrets. Buying an outfit that you
will never wear is simply a waste of money.
Before you buy that dress that looks so
great, you need to decide if and where you
will wear it.
3. Buying What You Don’t Need
Another common mistake that people
make is buying items that they do not
need. Just because it is on sale does not
mean that you have to buy it. You might
see an item that you do not necessarily love
but you buy it because you are getting a
bargain. Another black dress or white shirt
to join those you already have and are not
wearing, is not a smart buy.

ADDITIONAL
TIPS:
4. Buying an “Almost Fit”
It either fits or it does not fit but there is
nothing like an “almost” fit. Buying clothes
that do not fit because you are so sure you
will lose some weight is not wise. Unless
you are buying something slightly bigger so
that you can have it altered, you are wasting your money. Remember that clothes
that fit will always look best on you.

Make sure that
you read the
care labels when
buying clothes. It
also helps to have
someone with you
to offer a second
opinion while you
are shopping.

5. Ignoring Your Style
You need to know how to recognize your
style when shopping. Knowing the clothes
that look good on you is a distinct advantage. Think about your lifestyle, your size,
body type, and other factors like the best
colors. It is important to realize that something that looks good on your best friend
may not look good on you.
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FOOD & WINE

PUT A LITTLE

PUNCH
IN YOUR SUMMER
Summer days are steamy and you need
something yummy to cool you off. This
delicious punch might do the trick and it is
great for the whole family! Want to spice it
up? Then send the kiddos off to grandma’s
and make this a sassy adult concoction by
spiking it with a little rum or vodka!

INGREDIENTS
1 Bottle (32 ounces) Cranberry Juice
1 Bottle (32 ounces) Pineapple Juice
2 12-ounce cans of ginger ale
2 Medium Lemons
1 Bag Frozen Raspberries

PREPARATION
Fill two or three ice trays with water and drop two
raspberries into each cube.
Mix cranberry juice, pineapple juice and ginger ale
in a large punch bowl. Slice lemons into ¼-inch thick
slices and add raspberry ice.
Enjoy!
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